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I present the latest floorstanding loudspeakers 
from acuhorn manufacture, acuhorn nero125 
improved audio. This construction introduces a 
complete reengineering of the model recognized with 
the Award of the Year 2004 highfidelity, enjoyed by 
editors and customers. Now in a version of the best 
signal path named ‘improved audio’, meaning literally. 
Now your signal from an audio source will reach 
directly the membrane of a new neodymium driver 
after passing through the newest and the best silver 
terminals Nextgen WBT-0710 Ag and one meter of an 
internal silver cable Siltech G6. The membrane will 
vibrate as set in the aluminium mat foundation of the 
driver. And the sound will  form, propagate into truly 
wooden two acoustic chambers acuhorn type. 
Loudspeakers are mounted on aluminium black 
anodized bases necessary for a precise projection of 
the soundstage. Positioning on a hard floor or a 
heavy, stone plate is recommended. The smallest 
number of elements in an audio path were selected at 
their best during design and manufacture stages. The 
purist integral concept, all the way through the 
signal path. Without an electronic parts crossover, 
instead, with a genuine acuhorn acoustic air 
crossover concept.



acuhorn nero125 loudspeakers are offered in 
natural veneers in two proposals of a modern line 
light bamboo and dark wegne, and of a classical line 
curly maple and classic walnut. It creates a tonally 
balanced colour palette to suit your taste and living 
interior. On special occasions there are customized 
outstanding patterns of burr maple,  stripped ebony, 
bird eye maple, amber cherry, accompanied by the 
black anodized aluminium that highlights the natural 
tonality of wood offering a harmony of proportions 
and style.  



The construction of the 125 loudspeaker is of full 
wood of deciduous trees formed in a press from nine 
1/10 inch thick sheets of wood. They are cut from a 
tree trunk without disturbing its natural internal 
structure that is responsible for the propagation of 
acoustic waves transported through wood, so 
familiar in acoustic instruments. The acuhorn 
solution of the acoustic air crossover and 
characteristics of the propagation of waves in such 
selected wood work and process sound in our 
constructions. Thus we cannot and we do not apply 
any type of damping at all, either inside or outside 
enclosures. The better processing of wood, the 
better sound we receive. In typical plywoods from 
thin wooden leaves that are softened in the 
production process we lose all the sound effect and 
are left with simply the construction material. 
Nothing is heard as well in an acoustic loudspeaker 
as the type and quality of used wood. All dimensions 
and proportions are subordinated to suitable design 
and required volume.



From the first design of secco145 in 2003 acuhorn 
introduces an originally developed genuine solution 
of sound processing. It consists not in creating 
solely low frequencies, but also the midrange. 
Breaking an acoustic wave at a golden ratio between 
the segments of a source of signal and a gap and a 
horn mouth. The encyclopedic description. The golden 
ratio functions in mathematics and the arts. There are 
two quantities in the golden ratio, and the ratio 
between the sum of those quantities and the larger 
one is the same as the ratio between the larger one 
and the smaller. The golden ratio is a mathematical 
constant, approximately 1.6180339887. This 
acuhorn proprietary principle builds a balance 
between an upper and lower midrange. In accordance 
with acoustics the proportion between a length and a 
volume of an initial chamber results in required low 
frequencies. This principle was realized in three 
tonalities secco145 for precision, nero125 for bass 
and rosso135 in between.



First 125 was an antithesis to what was offered with 
a single driver before. A typical horn had a small 5-
liter initial chamber, or none at all. It possessed a 
long horn resulting from a need to achieve low 
frequencies it never actually reached. A progress in 
ever higher efficiency of drivers more and more 
detached those constructions from a balance in 
relation bass and midrange. They gained a detail of an 
upper midrange and a higher volume level. And an 
excessive efficiency more and more visualized 
shortcomings and resonances of a membrane design. 
The quality of acuhorn is a new design of an engine of 
a driver, precision of making and an increase of 
details thanks to density of neodymium magnets N50.



A new bass chamber does not influence the behavior 
of a wave at midrange, nor results in the slowing 
down of sound that occurs in constructions with too 
big enclosures. A midrange chamber maintains a fast 
response and creates behavior of a course of a wave 
curve, its formation. The acuhorn golden ratio 
method was also maintained. In order to achieve a 
desired result of low frequencies in the first 125 an 
initial chamber was much enlarged offering a 
possibility of appropriate shaping of a wave. The 
sound of nero was heavy and dark in midrange, as 
compared with secco and rosso. Now the new nero 
keeps its character with ever better bass and 
precision.



The new nero125 received a new mode of wave 
creation from its older sister rosso superiore175. 
At the drawing I present two concepts of an 
application of bass chambers in two constructions, 
single driver 125 and double driver 175 (dipole). 
Each driver has its midrange chamber and an 
independent large bass chamber. These are not the 
same solutions, yet there is a joint method. In the 
latest design of 125 the formation of an individual 
performance, of tuning were subordinated to other 
criteria contained in an enclosure of 8x19x49 inch.



To achieve a substantial improvement of sound 
through the application of the latest neodymium 
magnets it was necessary to design a proper 
foundation for the precise performance of a voice 
coil in a gap. A strong rigid construction made with 
full aluminium met those expectations. It 
advantageously influenced the whole frequency 
range. It offered most advantages in high 
frequencies. This high frequencies range has never 
been so precise and with increased volume, as it is 
now. This is not a peak in an area of 10kHz by a 
membrane resonance but instead a full range of two 
octaves area of upgraded precision of performance. 
As far as a volume increase is concerned, it is 6dB 
more as compared with a previous driver from 12kHz 
upwards. With all those advantages the driver 
features no resonances or swishes that could 



The application of neodymium magnets offers a jump 
of a six times increase of thickness of energy (BH)  
200 kJ/m3   and remanence (Br) 11 kGs, as compared 
with previously popular ferrite magnets of 30 kJ/m3   
and 4 kGs, respectively.  And an application of block 
neodymium magnets N50 increased those values two 
times still, to 400 kJ/m3   and 14,5 kGs.  Ring 
neodymium magnets appear up to a value of N38 which 
is 300 kJ/m3  and 12,5 kGs. Each doubling of this 
value with a structure and not with the size of 
magnet applied in a driver is heard as moving one step 
up in a class of audio equipment. The spot where a 
magnet is located in an engine with relation to a voice 
coil is of key importance in transferring energy in a 
thick mode, but first and foremost it is the non 
introduction of mutually disturbing ”lines of 
magnetic stream”. Quantity and positioning of magnet 
blocks can introduce a subjective nervousness, 
untidiness or, instead, present clarity and precision 
of audio presentation. The acuhorn trinity 
positioning mode of neodymium magnets results in 
optimum performance. 



The objective of the project of new nero125 was 
gaining another balanced characteristics of 
frequency response (see red line at the graph), as 
compared with typical acoustic applications. It was 
necessary to upgrade the efficiency of processing of 
edge high frequencies that the driver is responsible 
for thanks to an application of a new engine and an 
aluminium acuhorn mat foundation. And of low 
frequencies for which to a substantial extent an 
acoustic wooden cabinet is responsible. In order to 
do that, the reengineering of the 125 design was 
required. It is clear from enclosed graphs how much 
efficiency of reproduction was missing, sudden fall by  
-10dB below 100Hz and similarly with high 
frequencies above 10kHz  -10dB or more, usually. 
Now, creating of an acoustic wave was granted an 
additional bass chamber, supporting power.



To achieve a desired final outcome it is necessary to 
prepare a listening room. More damped room is better 
than a sharp one, with long reverberation of sound. 
Using a support of an acoustics expert and adjusting 
the room at sensitive frequency levels may be 
helpful. Still, it is always necessary to take care of 
positioning of loudspeakers in a room. The very 
loudspeakers perform without the setup, removed 
from a package and plugged to a system. They do not 
require special measures, other than the rest of 
loudspeakers. Have a look at a drawing what could be 
the differences for each loudspeaker depending on 
its positioning in a room. Loudspeakers can be 
positioned very close 6.5 feet from each other, in the 
middle of the room for airy and spatial performance. 
Or, when we move them from that classic positioning 
closer to their back wall we receive more bass and 
soundstage moves from behind location forward and 
to the sides. Another mode of positioning at a line of 
3 of a room and closer to their side walls for a 
substantial focus of sound in the centre and stabile 
soundstage. Loudspeakers are always positioned 
parallel, without toeing them in. 



In acuhorn nero125 concept without an electrical 
parts crossover we connect binding posts with 
speaker’s drivers with fine internal silver cable 
Siltech G6. Now you encounter absolute purist 
solution where your own speaker’s cables will be 
influencing final performance as never before. A few 
words about Siltech cables: “The Signature series 
represents our absolute state-of-the-art. You can 
find all the latest technology in metallurgy, 
insulation materials and construction techniques in 
every Signature cable. Siltech uses silver and gold 
metallurgy for it's cables, to optimize the crystalline 
structure and reduce audible distortions to near 
zero. Siltech has objectively the lowest measured 
distortion of any brand. The result of 20 years of 
research. This is translated into music reproduction 
with the highest level of subjective performance. 
Now available in G6 version, you will enjoy listening 
again like never before.”



In acuhorn nero125 concept of an absolute purist 
solution we selected very interesting new product of 
WBT: “nextgen™ a new generation of connectors from 
WBTPole Terminal with silver signal conductor, in 
silver finish. Thanks to the separation of signal 
transmission and mechanical stability, it is now 
possible to use optimum materials for the first time. 
Signals are transmitted using high-purity silver, the 
best electrical conductor. Silver has severe 
mechanical limitations, however, and its use is only 
permitted by an ingenious combination with high-
performance plastics. The silver surface is 
neutralized to prevent oxidation.”

WBT-0710 Ag   
Signal conductor made of high-purity silver 
CE and IEC compliant 
Casing made of glass fiber and mineral reinforced 
plastic 
Surface protection by means of surface passivation 
Max. constant current 30 A, peak current 200 A 
Twist-proof mounting 
Puzzle plate system
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